KPFK Archives: Audio Interviews, Speeches, Retrospectives, Collections.

The Multicultural Center has archived audios that can be copied on to a CD. The Academic Computer Services can take an audio and copy it to a CD and produce a URL link for instructors to place on their BlackBoard sites. Academic Technology Services—Call at (562) 985-4959, visit our location -AS-120.

Here’s what’s available in Folder #3:

**Performance #3**

- Gwendolyn Brooks and LeRoi Jones
- Dial-a-Poem
- Aram Saroyan and Poetry
- Women’s Music & Poetry from the Coffeehouse
- James Joyce’s The Dead
- James Thurber’s The 13 Clocks
- Halloween Fantasy-Vampires
- The Body Snatchers

**Science & Environment-Gays and Lesbians #3**

- Charles Darwin
- Tales of Whales
- Jared Diamond-The Collapse of Civilizations
- Dr. Helen Caldicott-If You Love This Planet
- Pacifica’s Nuclear Energy Teach-in
- Wangari Maathai
- Quentin Crisp
- James Baldwin
- Jack Spicer
- Audre Lorde
- Harvey Fierstein & Charles S. Dutton—Actors in Conversation

**Society #3**

- Tim Robbins in Conversation with Studs Terkel
- The Criminalization of Poverty
- Labor Teach-In
- Sister Helen Prejean & Death Row
- Sacco and Vanzetti
- Pacifica Radio in the U.K.
- Crime and Capital Punishment
- Gore Vidal on the Eve of War
- A Ten-Year 9-11 Retrospective

**Civil Rights #3**
Dr. Edward Said Tribute (Palestinian Scholar of Comparative Literature)
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Ralph Abernathy
Manning Marable
Freedom Rider’s 50th Anniversary
The Japanese in California-1959
Women Speak Out Against Fascism
Geronimo –ji Jaga Pratt
Peggy Berryhill-Why Wounded Knee?
Ganienkeh-An Iroquois Tale
In the Beginning-A Native American Woman’s View

Artists #3

John Lennon’s 70th Birthday Celebration
Aldous Huxley
Women in Film
Toni Morrison-Walter Mosley-Julius Lester
Sarah Vaughn-Esther Phillips
Jane Fonda
Master Class in Acting with Rod Steiger
Bob Fass with Bob Dylan (Jan. 1966; pts. 1-2)
Bob Dylan and Cynthia Gooding

Crime and Punishment #3

The Coming Death of Caryl Chessman (pts. 1-2)
Steve Allen-Meeting of the Minds (Philosophers)
Death House Letter of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
The Legal Case Against the Death Penalty
Rubin “Hurricane” Carter
The Immorality of the Death Penalty
$72 Solution-The Death Penalty (pts. 1-2)
Dead Man Walking-An Interview with Sister Helen Prejean
The Legal Lynching of Mumia Abu-Jamal
Democracy Now!-Rubin “Hurricane” Carter
Democracy Now!-Michael Moore on the Death Penalty

Nuclear Teach-In #3

Letters and Politics with Mitch Jeserich
Background Briefing with Ian Masters
Asia Pacific Forum
What’s at Stake with Verna Avery Brown & Esther Ivarem
Thresholds with George Reiter
Poisoned Power-Dr. John Gofman
Nuclear Snow Job-Reported by Bonnie Bellows
Accidents Will Happen-Produced by Alan Snitow and Aileen Alfandary
**Labor Teach-In #3**

Letters and Politics with Mitch Jeserich
Hardknock Radio
Law and Disorder with Michael Ratner, Heidi Boghasian, & Michael Steven Smith
Background Briefing with Ian Masters
Truthdig with Robert Scheer
Jon Weiner
Sojourner Truth
Uprising Radio
Metro Watch with Gloria Minott
Worker’s Independent News-This is What Democracy Looks Like-Wisconsin’s Worker Uprising
Sprouts-Tony Schultz
Labor Teach-In Special

**Significant Recordings #3**

Rita Mae Brown
Inquest at Christiana (pts. 1-2)
Of Resistance, Disobedience and Objection-A Christmas Celebration (pts. 1-2)
Seneca’s Oedipus (pts. 1-2)
Pete Seeger Marathon
Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers
Interview with Judy Chicago
Maya Angelou “Our Sheroes and Heroes”
The Barretts of Bleeker Street